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Abstract 

 

The support effect on the catalytic properties of palladium particles has been investigated in the 

reduction of nitrites by hydrogen at 20°C in batch conditions. The support material was 

composed of ceria-zirconia mixed oxide stabilized in the tetragonal structure according to an 

Evaporation Induced Self-Assembly method. In comparison, a co-precipitation method leads to 

inhomogeneity in composition related to the partial segregation of the cubic fluorite structure of 

CeO2. Further textural properties obtained for the two synthesis routes differ as well as changes 

in the reducibility. Surface analysis demonstrated a more extensive surface reduction of Ce4+ to 

Ce3+ on the series prepared by coprecipitation correlated to a greater stabilization of metallic Pd 

particles. However, the best catalytic performances were obtained on low loaded Pd samples 

supported on the ceria-zirconia support prepared by the Evaporation Induced Self-Assembly 

method which emphasizes the fact that catalytic properties cannot be simply explained by the 

stabilization of zero valent precious metal at the vicinity of anionic vacancies. Further 

calculations of TOF and interfacial rates were achieved and compared to the selectivity behavior 

suggesting that the localization of Pd in contact with the tetragonal or cubic structure of the solid 

solution and CeO2 could play a key role in determining the catalytic properties.  
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1. Introduction 

 

The European Community has set the maximum permitted level of nitrate in drinking water to 50 

mg/L because of its adverse health effects [1]. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has 

lowered that level to 10 mg/L [2]. The removal of nitrates from drinking water is not trivial 

because of the high stability of ionic species and soluble nature. To comply with the legislation, a 

specific treatment of drinking water is necessary. Up to now, biological and physicochemical 

treatments allow effective removal of nitrates. On the other hand, they have several economic 

and ecological disadvantages as reported elsewhere [3]. Catalytic processes are among the most 

promising technologies and the liquid phase hydrogenation of nitrates to nitrogen by gaseous 

hydrogen over precious metal based catalysts could represent a valuable alternative [3-5]. In this 

specific case, some important technical issues were addressed such as the catalyst stability and 

selectivity in order to lower the production of ammonia as side product. Successful attempts have 

been already reported combining the advantage of catalysis and ion exchange leading to a 

complete suppression of ammonium [6]. The shaping of the catalyst, most suited for separating 

the catalyst of the reaction mixture, is also an important outcome. Recently, Durkin et al. [7] 

demonstrated that supported Pd-In particles on milled linen fibers are robust and stable 

exhibiting a stable catalytic activity for nitrate reduction after evaluation during four months. 

Negligible metal leaching was observed emphasizing an innovative and scalable approach for 

water purification.   

Nitrate reduction can be described by consecutive and parallel reactions where nitrates are first 

reduced to nitrites in the presence of hydrogen, then ultimately converted to gaseous nitrogen as 

target product. However, the formation of ammonia as undesired by-product can occur and must 

be limited with maximum concentration allowable fixed at 0.5 mg/L. [8-11]. The reduction of 

nitrates to nitrites is usually recognized as structure-insensitive reaction [12]. On the other hand, 

the sequential reduction of nitrites to N2 is a structure-sensitive reaction depending on size and 

morphology of noble metal particles [13]. The complete reduction of nitrates to nitrogen is 

generally activated on bimetallic particles with high efficiency when palladium is combined with 

copper [5,13-15]. Up to now, the catalysts used for such an application are mostly characterized 

by high palladium loading recognized as the most active precious metal [16-18]. One of the 
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reasons, of such high metal loading could be likely due to a strong deactivation because of 

particle sintering in aqueous phase and loss of metallic character of palladium particles. Local 

variations of the concentration of OH-, produced during the reaction, inside the porous structure 

of the host matrix could also favor the adsorption of hydroxyl groups over precious metals 

inducing a strong inhibition of the reaction rate. A side effect is also related to an alteration of 

the selectivity becoming more favorable toward ammonia formation. Hence, open mesoporous 

network could facilitate mass transfer phenomena then minimizing gradient concentrations and 

related detrimental effects on the catalytic activity and selectivity. Some attempts were also 

reported by substituting conventional alumina or silica supports by carbon based supports but, 

unfortunately, those systems were found more selective toward ammonia formation [16]. Further 

improvements were reported on reducible TiO2 support [19]: The creation of strong-metal 

support interactions stabilize more active electron-rich active metal state via the formation of 

partially reduced TiO2-x aggregates. A careful monitoring of the electron density, as reported 

elsewhere on Pt/CeO2, could be of great importance to prevent over hydrogenation process 

leading inevitably to the production of ammonia [20]. A strengthening of the metallic character 

could prevent corrosion by water and particle aggregation phenomena.  

This study reports the behavior of supported palladium catalysts on ceria-zirconia support. CeO2-

ZrO2 mixed oxides in a mesoporous structure containing crystalline walls are expected to 

provide enhanced catalytic performances due to their large surface area and a certain degree of 

size and shape selectivity. Sanchez et al. reported the first successful fabrication of cubic 

mesostructured CeO2-ZrO2 thin films [21]. It is possible to adjust the textural properties of CeO2-

ZrO2 mixed oxides by utilizing different methods of preparation. Accordingly, a soft templating 

method such as evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) as novel direct method for preparing 

mesoporous Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 with controlled porosity is compared to more conventional co-

precipitation methods. The catalytic reduction of nitrites to nitrogen have been investigated on 

monometallic Pd/Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 with regard to the impact of the mesostructure as well as the extent 

of the Pd-support interaction, modulated by the pre-activation thermal treatment, on the catalytic 

activity and selectivity. Interestingly, it was found that the prerequisites for developing the 

catalytic performances could differ according to the reducibility of the support materials 

compared to conventional supported silica or alumina systems as well as on the preparation 

method. 
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2. Experimental 

 

2.1.  Catalyst preparation 

 

2.1.1. Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 support materials 

Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 was prepared according to two different experimental protocols. The EISA method 

was based on a sol-gel process combined with evaporation-induced self-assembly process in 

ethanol using block copolymer Pluronic P123 as template and cerium nitrate and zirconium 

oxychloride as precursor salts [22]. 0.5 g of Pluronic P123 (supplied by Aldrich) was dissolved 

in 10 mL of ethanol. Then the solution obtained after dissolution in ethanol of Ce(NO3)3.6H2O 

and ZrOCl2·8H2O (supplied by Sigma Aldrich) precursor salts was added. After stirring for 3 

hours at room temperature, the homogeneous solution was transferred to an oven under desired 

temperature and humidity (temperature 40°C, and relative humidity: 50%) and underwent 

solvent evaporation. After 48 hours aging, the gel product was dried first at 60°C for 24 hours 

and then at 100°C for another 24 hours, in order to favor the interaction between the precursors 

and the polymer which originated the mesoporous structure [22]. 

For the co-precipitation method (COP), Ce(NO3)3.6H2O and ZrOCl2·8H2O were dissolved in 

distilled water under magnetic stirring and then heated at 60°C. Cerium and zirconium 

hydroxides were precipitated by adding dropwise ammonia solution up to pH = 10 and the 

suspension was stirred for 4 hours. The solid precursor was washed with distilled water several 

times before aging at room temperature for 48 hours, and drying at 120°C for 24 hours [23]. 

The solid oxy-hydroxide precursors obtained through these two methods were calcined in air at 

400°C for 4 hours. The temperature gradually increased with a gradient temperature of 1°C/min. 

 

2.1.2. Impregnated Pd/Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 catalysts 

 

The monometallic catalysts were prepared by incipient wetness impregnation from aqueous 

solutions of palladium nitrates (Pd(NO3)2·2H2O, Sigma Aldrich) with concentration adjusted to 

get 2.3 wt.% or 0.46 wt.% Pd [24]. After impregnation, the precursors were dried in air at 105°C 

overnight, calcined in air at 400°C for 2 hours and finally reduced in pure hydrogen at 300°C or 

500°C for 4 hours with a heating rate of 5°C/min and a H2 flow of 60 mL.min-1. The reduced 
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catalysts were finally labeled xPd/CZ(EISA) and xPd/CZ(COP) where x stands for the weight 

palladium loading equal to 0.46 or 2.3 wt.%. 

 

2.2.  Physicochemical characterization 

 

2.2.1. Bulk characterization 

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were carried out on a TA Instrument DSC-TGA SDT 2960 

thermal analyzer in the temperature range of 25-900°C under air. The heating rate was kept 

constant to 10°C/min.  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a HUBER G-670 diffractometer fitted with 

an anti-cathode CuKα  (λ = 1.54178 Å). XRD patterns were recorded over 2θ values ranging 

from 10° to 80°, with a scanning rate of 5s/step and 0.05 step sizes. Low-angle XRD patterns 

were recorded on a D8 advances X-ray diffractometer (Bruker AXS) fitted with a CuKα (λ = 

1.54178 Å) radiation in the 2 range 0.3-6° with a 0.02° steps.  

Raman spectra were recorded in a Labram Infinity Dilor spectrometer equipped with a 

frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser corresponding to an excitation radiation of 532 nm. The 

silicon line at 521 cm-1 was used for calibration. The exciting wavelength from an Ar ion laser 

with a power of 4 mW on the samples was 514.5 nm. The scanning range was set between 100 

and 1800 cm-1.  

The bulk redox properties were investigated from H2-Temperature-Programmed Reduction 

experiments (H2-TPR) on a Micromeritics Autochem II 2920 under a flow of 5 vol.% H2 in Ar 

and a gradual heating rate of 5°C/min. Scanning Emission Microscopy images were recorded on 

a Hitachi SU-70, SEM-FEG microscope. 

The elemental analysis was performed by inductively coupled plasma-optic emission 

spectroscopy 720-ES ICP-OES (Agilent) with axially viewing and simultaneous CCD detection. 

The ICP ExpertTM software (version 2.0.4) provided the concentration of metal in sample 

allowing estimating the weight percentage of Pd. 

 

 

2.2.2. Surface characterization 
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The textural properties were analyzed from nitrogen adsorption-desorption experiments at -

196°C using a Micrometrics Tristar 3020 apparatus. Prior to adsorption, all samples were 

systematically degassed at 200°C under vacuum for 4 hours. The specific surface area was 

calculated from the BET equation and the pore volume (Vp) was estimated using the adsorption 

branch of the nitrogen isotherm curve at P/P0 = 0.98 single point. 

XPS experiments were performed under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) (~10-10 Torr) using a Vacuum 

Generators Escalab 220XL spectrometer equipped with a monochromatized aluminum source for 

excitation. Binding energy (B.E.) values were referenced to the binding energy of the C 1s core 

level at 285.1 eV. The relative quantification was achieved using a mixed Gaussian /Lorentzian 

peak fit keeping binding energies and half-width constant for all spectral decompositions.  

Palladium dispersion was calculated from H2 chemisorption measurements performed on a 

Micromeritics Autochem II 2920 apparatus. Prior to chemisorption, all samples were pre-

reduced at 300°C or 500°C under a flow of 20 mL/min of pure hydrogen and outgassed at the 

selected temperature in argon. H2 pulses with 5 vol.% H2 in Ar where injected until saturation at 

100°C to avoid overestimation of H2 uptake due to palladium hydride formation [25]. The 

dispersion was calculated according to the stoichiometric ratio H/Pd = 1.  

 

2.3. Catalytic measurements 

 

The nitrite reduction reaction was performed in a 250 mL batch reactor equipped with a 

magnetic stirrer operating at atmospheric pressure. 80 or 400 mg of catalyst in powder form, 

with average grain size of 250 μm, were introduced in the reactor and then purged with pure H2 

for 1 hour at RT. In the second stage, 40 mL of ultrapure water was add to the system under a 

flow of H2 (200 mL/min) for 1 hour. Afterwards, 10 mL of nitrites solution (500 mg/L or 100 

mg/L) were introduced and the suspension was stirred with a the rotation speed set at 700 rpm. 

The experiment was carried out at 20°C with a H2 flow rate of 200 mL/min. Nitrite concentration 

was monitored by an ionic chromatograph (Metrohm  844 UV/VIS Compact IC–Column 

Metrosep A Supp 16-250/4.0). The concentration of ammonium ions were measured by using an 

ion chromatograph (Metrohm 861 Advanced Compact IC – column Metrosep C 6 -250/4.0).  
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3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1. Influence of the synthesis route of Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 on the physicochemical properties: Structural 

vs. textural properties 

 

3.1.1. Thermal decomposition of solid precursors of Ce-Zr mixed oxides prepared by 

coprecipitation and EISA 

TG-DSC curves vs. temperature performed on the solid precursors of Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 prepared via 

the EISA and the coprecipitation methods are reported in Figs. 1(a) and 2 respectively. To 

complement those observations, the TG and heat flow curves vs. temperature curves recorded on 

the precursors of the single oxides (CeO2 and ZrO2) are recorded in Fig. S1 in Supplementary 

Materials. The weight loss profile recorded on the EISA precursor is similar to that previously 

reported on CexZr1-xO2 according to the same preparation method [26]. Below 150°C, the 

endothermic water evaporation takes place. The strong discontinuity, appearing in the weight 

profile at 180°C, can be ascribed to the combustion of the copolymer template (pluronic 123) and 

could be catalyzed by the presence of cerium as discussed in Supplementary Materials.  

The identification of processes occurring at 290°C and 350°C is somewhat easier by comparing 

with in situ Raman spectroscopic measurements in Fig. 1(b) on the precursor exposed to O2/He 

mixture. As seen, three broad Raman lines appear distinctly from 320°C centered at 300 cm-1, 

490 cm-1 and 620 cm-1. The Raman line at 490 cm-1 is characteristic of the F2g mode of the cubic 

fluorite-like structure [27-30].  This value is higher than that of the peak in the spectrum of pure 

CeO2, as a result of reducing cell parameters due to the insertion of the Zr4+ ion with a smaller 

radius than Ce4+ (0.84 Å vs. 0.97 Å) [31]. The band at 620 cm-1 can be attributed to a non-

degenerate longitudinal optical (LO) mode of ceria induced by the oxygen vacancies in the ceria 

lattice [32-34]. The bands near 300 cm-1 could be tentatively related to the displacement of 

oxygen atoms from their ideal fluorite lattice positions by the zirconium insertion into the CeO2 

lattice with the formation of the pseudo-cubic (t”) phase [10,35]. Hence, based on those 

observations and related assignments, a predominant growth of a cubic structure would start at 

rather low temperature emphasizing a predominant formation of solid solution in rather good 

agreement with the absence of significant signal above 450°C ascribed to the crystallization of 

the metastable tetragonal structure of ZrO2 (see Fig. S1(d)). Let us note that, in this domain of 
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composition, the stabilization of a tetragonal structure for the Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 solid solution cannot 

be completely ruled out. TG analysis on the precursor obtained by coprecipitation (Fig. 2) also 

evidences processes occurring more smoothly in the absence of surfactant. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. (a) TG-DSC analysis with weight loss profile in red, the derivative weight curve in blue and the heat flow 
profile in black and (b) in situ Raman spectroscopic measurements performed on the precursor of Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 
prepared according to the EISA procedure – In situ Raman spectroscopic measurements were performed under a 
flow of oxygen diluted in He (O2/He = 1.7) with a heating rate dT/dt = 5°C/min.     

 

 
 
 

Fig. 2. TG analysis performed on the precursor of 
Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 prepared according to the coprecipitation 
method.  
 

3.1.2. Structural properties of Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 mixed oxides calcined at 400°C 

 

Wide angles X-ray Diffraction analysis 

X-ray diffraction pattern on CeO2 in Fig. 3(a) is characterized by reflections (111), (200), (220) 

and (311) at 2 values of 28.5°, 33.0°, 47.4°, 56.2°, corresponding to the cubic structure of CeO2 

(JCPDS 34-0394). For ZrO2, the main reflections at 2 values of 30.2°, 35.3°, 50.2°, 60.1° are 

(a) (b) 
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characteristic of a tetragonal structure (JCPDS 81-15). In most cases, changes observed in the 

structural features of the fluorite lattice of CeO2 are highlighted by discernible shifts on the 2 

values when cerium is partially substituted by zirconium. This could be attributed to 

deformations inducing some modifications of the interplanar spacing when Ce4+ (0.97 Å) is 

substituted by Zr4+ (0.87 Å) having a smaller ionic radius [31,33]. Hence, the 2 values for 

Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 at 29.3° and 33.8° are in good agreement with previous observations [36] and 

consistent with the aforementioned statements. In practice, both the position and peak 

broadening observed in Fig. 3(a) cannot lead to unequivocal assignments [36,37]. Indeed, for 

intermediate compositions, the phase diagram of CexZr1-xO2 suggests the coexistence of stable 

and metastable tetragonal phase and a predominant cubic phase. An interesting observation is 

related to the lower 2 values observed on the X-ray pattern of CexZr1-xO2 prepared by co-

precipitation (see Fig. 3(b)). According to the aforementioned explanation, this could reflect a 

weaker insertion of zirconium inside the ceria lattice. 

The crystallite sizes have been estimated from the Williamson-Hall method leading to 

comparable values listed in Table 1.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Wide angles X-ray Diffraction patterns recorded on (a) single oxides reference and mixed Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 after 
calcination in air at 400°C – CeO2(EISA) in blue, ZrO2(EISA) in green and CZ(EISA) in red. (b) X-ray Diffraction 
patterns of Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 prepared by coprecipitation (blue) and Evaporation Self-Assembly method (red). 

 

Raman spectroscopy 

The Raman spectra of CZ(EISA) and CZ(COP) calcined at 400°C are shown in Fig. 4. Raman 

spectroscopic measurements can complement XRD data since this technique is also sensitive to 
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amorphous structures. Typically, 6 Raman active modes (A1g + 2B1g + 3E2g) are expected in 

the case of tetragonal structure characterized by a P42/nmc space group instead of one for the F2g 

mode for a cubic fluorite structure with a space group Fm3m corresponding to an intense Raman 

line at 490 cm-1 in Fig. 4. As reported elsewhere, a significant shift to higher wavenumbers is 

observed compared to current values earlier reported on pure CeO2 (465 cm-1) [37]. Additional 

weaker Raman lines located at 155, 200, 300 and 620 cm-1 are discernible on both samples. For 

CZ(EISA) a broadening of the peak from 490 cm-1 can be observed with shoulder at about 550 

nm-1
 which is attributed to the tetragonal (t) phase [27]. The bands near 300 cm-1 and 180 cm-1 

for CZ(COP) and CZ(EISA) are related to the displacement of oxygen atoms from their ideal 

fluorite lattice positions by the zirconium insertion into the CeO2 lattice with the formation of the 

pseudo-cubic (t”) phase [10,35]. The presence of the band at about 155 cm-1 is related to the t-

ZrO2 phase [27]. Moreover, all the bands exhibited by COP are red-shifted compared with EISA 

indicating a lower insertion of ZrO2 in the CeO2 lattice. This seems to be consistent with a sharp 

broadening of the 490 cm-1 caused by crystallites size and increasing concentration of crystal 

defects essentially oxygen vacancies [38]. This explanation is in relative good agreement with a 

more distinct observation of the 620 cm-1 Raman line on the EISA sample previously assigned to 

a non-degenerate Raman inactive longitudinal of CeO2 reflecting disturbances of the local M-O 

bond chemistry leading to the relaxation of its symmetry  [32-34]. This band, previously 

observed on CexZr1-xO2 characterized by a larger amount of defective sites, could suggest some 

improvement on the bulk redox properties of this materials [39].  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Raman spectra recorded on Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 
prepared by EISA and coprecipitation and 
calcined at 400°C in air : CZ(COP) in blue and 
CZ(EISA) in red.  
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3.1.3. Textural properties of Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 mixed oxides calcined at 400°C 

 

Pore ordering quality of the materials was assessed by low angles XRD (see Fig. 5). As 

illustrated, a well-defined reflection centered at 0.55° is observed on the dried CZ sample 

prepared following EISA protocol. This result evidences the genesis of an ordered mesophase 

(P6mm hexagonal symmetry) with respect to the conventional precipitation route. However, the 

calcination step was partially detrimental for this sample as observed by the broadening and 

shifting of the X-ray line toward higher 2ϴ angle (1.15°). Partial shrinkage of the mesostructure 

would indubitably occur during the decomposition of the surfactant in the presence of inorganic 

species. Interestingly, the CZ sample prepared by the coprecipitation route exhibits a broad X-

ray line following the calcination step that would probably originate from the loose aggregation 

of particles at the nanoscale. Hence, mesopores formation can be obtained following these two 

synthesis routes but arise from different processes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Further information are given from nitrogen physisorption measurements performed on 

CZ(EISA) and CZ(COP), as reported in Fig. 6. Both are showing adsorption-desorption profiles 

of type IV characteristic of mesoporous systems [40]. As observed, the large hysteresis obtained 

for CZ(COP) would more reflect the presence of agglomerated particle solids as evidenced 

earlier by low angle XRD. On the other hand, the form of the hysteresis of type H2 for 

CZ(EISA) would characterize the presence of partially uniform mesopores. The specific surface 

area, pore volume and average pore size, calculated by the BET and BJH methods (see Table 1) 

are comparable. On the other hand, narrow pore size distribution obtained on CZ(EISA) in the 
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Fig. 5. Low angles XRD diagrams performed on 
dried samples (a) and calcined samples  (insight) (b) 
– COP in blue and EISA in red. 
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range 2-6 nm drastically differ from that obtained on CZ(COP) exhibiting a broader and bimodal 

distribution in the range 2-12 nm. Similar differences were also previously reported by 

comparing mesoporous Ce-Zr solid solutions prepared with and without template [41] from 

respectively the self-assembly of the pluronic template and disordered accumulation in the 

absence of template. Such differences correctly match the observations from Scanning Electron 

Microscopy micrographs in Fig. 7 with a sharp pore size distribution discernible for CZ(EIZA). 

As a matter of fact, comparing the textural features obtained on single oxide, especially the 

average pore size determined on CeO2, one could suggest that the presence of inhomogenities 

could be also the results of heterogeneity in composition with a partial segregation of CeO2 in the 

particular case of CZ(COP) in agreement with XRD and Raman spectroscopic measurements.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Nitrogen physisorption isotherms recorded at-196°C on Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 calcined at 400°C – CZ(COP) in blue 
and CZ(EISA) in red. 
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Fig. 7. Scanning Electron Microscopy images recorded on Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 calcined 400°C – CZ(EISA) (a) and 
CZ(COP) (b). 
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Table 1. Elemental and textural analysis of Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 prepared by coprecicipation and the EISA method. 
Sample Ce (at.%) Zr (at.%)  Specific surf. Total pore vol.  Average pore Crystallite 
   Area (m2.g-1)  (cm3. g-1)   size (nm) size (nm) 
CZ(EISA) 0.35 0.65 98 0.10  4.5 5.6 
CZ(COP) 0.43 0.57 100 0.10  6.5 5.2 
 

Ce(EISA)  14 0.04  11.9   
Ce(COP) 52 0.12  9.3  
 

Zr(EISA) 62 0.10  6.7  
Zr(COP) 132 0.17  5.3  

 

3.2. Reducibility of bare Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 and doped with palladium 

 

Preliminary observations from H2-TPR experiments on CeO2 in Fig. S2 (Supplementary 

Information) reveal two distinct reduction processes in the temperature range 420-510°C and 

above 800°C previously ascribed to surface and bulk reduction processes of Ce4+ to Ce3+ [36,37].  

Fig 8(a) shows the H2 uptake profiles vs. temperature recorded during H2-TPR experiments on 

CZ(EISA) and CZ(COP) calcined at 400°C which slightly differs. As observed, an unique broad 

and intense asymmetric signal is observed on CZ(EISA) with a maximum at 575°C (peak 

labeled ) with a weakly discernible shoulder near 450°C. Similar observations were previously 

reported showing, in most cases, a broad signal developing below 700°C and tentatively 

explained by an improvement of oxygen ion mobility induced by the insertion of zirconium 

inside the ceria lattice [37,42-44]. Interestingly, the shoulder coexisting with peak  on CZ(COP) 

intensifies shifting to lower temperature. In addition, an extra reduction process appears, with a 

maximum around 800°C, previously evidenced during the reduction of pure ceria and suggesting 

a partial segregation of CeO2 on this sample coexisting with the tetragonal Ce-Zr solid solution 

[36]. 

Subsequent incorporation of palladium drastically improves the reduction of Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 with a 

sharp shift of peak to lower temperature. Let us note that the calculated H2 uptakes of 1.310-3 

and 1.810-3 mol/g, respectively on 2.3Pd/CZ(EISA) and 2.3Pd/CZ(COP), largely exceed the 

theoretical H2 consumption for the bulk reduction of PdO to Pd0 corresponding to 0.210-3 

mol/g. Particular attention was paid to the additional low temperature reduction process taking 

place below 150°C corresponding to the reduction of oxidic palladium species. The reduction of 

PdO to metallic Pd particles was previously observed in the temperature range 60-90°C on 
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Pd/Ce-Zr-O systems [33,45]. As a matter of fact, the reduction temperature of PdO particles can 

be both closely related to the nature of support materials, with which they interact, and the 

particle size. Indeed, numerous investigations found that well-dispersed PdO reduces above 

100°C whereas the reduction of larger PdO particles would occur for T 50°C [46-48]. Hence, 

the absence of signal below 50°C on Pd/CZ(EISA) and Pd(COP) could suggest a strong 

interaction between PdO and Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 assuming a reduction of PdO partly hindered by the 

reduction of Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 at least on Pd/CZ(EISA). As a consequence, the appearance of the 

slight contribution (peak ) on Pd/CZ(COP) could suggest a higher reducibility of PdO partly 

ascribed to the segregation of larger particles or to the existence of different types of interactions 

since Fig. 8(a) clearly showed the segregation of Ce-Zr mixed oxide with CeO2. 
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Fig. 8. H2-TPR experiments performed on bare Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 (a) and Pd-doped Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 (b) – In red CZ(EISA) 
and Pd/ CZ(EISA) and in black CZ(COP) and Pd/CZ(COP).   
 
 
 
3.3. Surface properties  

 

Pd dispersion was estimated from H2 titration. Chemisorption measurements were performed at 

100°C in order to avoid an overestimation on H2 uptakes due to the current formation of bulk 

palladium hydrides. As mentioned, a dissociative adsorption with H/Pd =1 has been taken into 

account leading to the results collected in Table 2. The mean particle size has been roughly 

calculated assuming hemispherical metallic palladium particles. To check the validity of those 

calculations the mean Pd particle size of Pd particle on 2.3Pd/CZ(EISA) was measured from 

TEM analysis leading to a good consistency (7 nm vs. 8.6 nm from H2 chemisorption). This 

comparison also underlines the occurrence of weak spill-over effect previously underlined on Rh 

supported on ceria [44]. As explained, the presence of zirconia and the relative low dispersion on 

Pd/CZ, could partly explain this observation. As seen, higher Pd dispersion are systematically 

obtained on the series Pd/CZ(EISA) from direct comparison with their homologues prepared by 

co-precipitation.  

To complement these measurements, ex situ XPS measurements were performed on calcined 

samples and reduced in H2 at 400°C. Let us note that reduced samples were stored in ambient 

atmosphere prior to XPS analysis. The characteristic Zr 3d, Ce 3d, O1s and Pd 3d core levels 

were analyzed. The Binding Energy (B.E.) values obtained from the photopeak Zr 3d5/2 in the 

B.E. range 182.4-183.5 eV essentially evidence the presence of Zr3+ species. More complex 

spectral features usually characterize the Ce 3d photopeak which can be decomposed into 

different components u, u’, u’’, u”’ and v, v’, v’’, v”’ as illustrated in Fig. 9 [49]. In this 

particular case, the predominance of Ce3+ or Ce4+ can be determined from the integration of the 

peak area relative to these different components leading to the estimation of the Ce3+/Ce4+ ratio 

in Table 2. Regarding the analysis of the Pd 3d photopeak, some disturbances arose due to 

overlappings with the Zr 3p photopeak then lowering the accuracy on the quantitative analysis, 
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especially for low loaded samples. Let us note that the B.E. values for the Pd 3d5/2 core level 

essentially characterize the presence of oxidic palladium species indicating a significant 

reoxidation of ex situ reduced samples. However, an additional contribution can be isolated on 

the Pd/CZ(COP) at 335.5-335.7 eV which could reflect the presence of Pd0 [50,51] and/or PdxO 

clusters [52]. Let us note that in all cases the B.E. values diverge than those currently reported 

for PdO in the range 336.1-336.9 eV [53]. The contribution appearing in the range 337.4-338.4 

eV could correspond to the stabilization of Pd4+, possibly stabilized as PdO2, as reported 

elsewhere [53-55] and/or the formation of PdOy  with 1 < y < 2 caused by the diffusion of 

oxygen in PdO [52]. As a matter of fact, the observation of high B.E. can have different origins 

reflecting electron transfer processes governed by the extent of interaction with the support 

and/or the influence of particle size then stabilizing electron deficient Pd+ species with > 2.    

Semi-quantitative analysis provides important information revealing significant divergences on 

the relative cerium composition at the surface. As indicated in Table 2, bare and doped ceria-

zirconia supports prepared by the EISA method exhibit a zirconium surface enrichment whereas 

cerium enrichment is systematically observed on the series prepared by co-precipitation 

consistent with a partial segregation of CeO2. Regarding the palladium concentration, no 

significant deviation is observed after ex situ reduction which could suggest particle sintering. 

On the other hand, the calculation of the Ce3+/Ce4+ ratio led to significant evolutions on the 

reduced Pd/CZ(COP) samples with a sharp increase which could reflect a greater reducibility of 

surface Ce4+ stabilized as CeO2 instead of CexZr1-xO2 solution.    
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Fig. 9. Typical example of the 
decomposition of the Ce 3d photopeak 
recorded on 0.46Pd/CZ(EISA). 
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Table 2. XPS analysis of Pd-doped Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 – Influence of the reduction temperature on the composition and oxidation state of elements. 
Catalyst  Thermal  Pd Disp.a Mean Particle b  B.E. (eV)  Relative surface composition 
 Pretreatment (%)  size (nm) Zr 3d5/2 Ce 3d5/2  O 1s Pd 3d5/2 Zr/Ce Pd/Ce+Zr  O/Ce+Zr Ce3+/Ce4+ 
CZ(EISA) none  - -   183.5   883.9 530.9 -  1.21 - 2.25 0.57  
CZ(COP) none - -  182.8  883.7 530.5 -  0.45 - 2.50 0.52 
 

0.46Pd / CZ(EISA) none    182.5  882.9 530.1  338.1  1.80 0.7010-2  2.20 0.42 
0.46Pd / CZ(EISA) H2/300°C c 13.0 8.6  182.3  882.6 529.9  337.9   1.71 0.8310-2 1.97 0.64 
 

2.3Pd / CZ(EISA) none    183.0 883.7 530.4  338.4  1.37 5.6610-2 2.34 0.29 
2.3Pd / CZ(EISA) H2/300°C c 18.2 6.1  183.0  883.1 530.5  338.5  1.42 3.3910-2 2.05 0.32 
 

0.46Pd / CZ(COP) none    182.6  882.7 530.1  337.8  0.84 6.1810-2 2.81 0.21 
0.46Pd / CZ(COP) H2/300°C c 5.8 19.2  182.3  882.7 529.9  338.4/335.7  0.75  6.9710-2 3.04 1.19 
 

2.3Pd / CZ(COP) none    182.5  883.1 530.4  337.3  0.93 - 2.69 0.35 
2.3Pd / CZ(COP) H2/300°C c  10.3 10.9  182.4  883.1 530.0  338.0/335.5  1.00 5.4110-2 1.29 1.20 
a from H2 titration at 100°C on pre-reduced samples in pure H2 at 300°C 
b calculated from the palladium dispersion 
c ex situ reduced in pure H2 then stored in air at room temperature (XPS analysis were performed on sample stored in air) 
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3.4. Catalytic properties of Pd/Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 in the reduction of nitrite by hydrogen 

 

3.4.1. Estimation of initial rates 

Fig. 10 illustrates the conversion of nitrites, X(NO2
-) and the concentration of ammonium ions 

profiles vs. time in a stirred tank reactor. Ammonia formed by extensive reduction of nitrites is 

stabilized as ammonium ions in the reaction media. The influence of Pd loading and pre-

reduction temperature on the rate of nitrites conversion and ammonia formation was examined. 

Let us keep in mind that catalytic measurements were performed in batch conditions with the 

same amount of palladium by introducing inside the reactor 80 or 400 mg of respectively 2.3 

wt.% and 0.46 wt.% Pd/CZ corresponding to a total number of 6.51019 Pd atoms. The 

normalized initial specific rates expressed per gram of palladium were calculated from the slope 

of the tangent in t = 0 leading to the rate values collected in Table 3. As shown, these values 

calculated on reduced sample at 300°C are sensitive to the preparation method and the palladium 

loading. In these operating conditions, the superiority of 0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) is clearly 

demonstrated from the comparison of the normalized specific rates. Let us note that this 

tendency is also conserved when the catalysts were pre-reduced at higher temperature, i.e., 

500°C, prior to reaction.  

Further comparisons of normalized rates and TOF estimates from previous investigations are not 

so evident because in most cases, kinetic studies were performed at 25°C while we selected a 

lower temperature, i.e., 20°C [56-58]. Anyway, it is worthwhile to note that the TOF values on 

0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) is one order of magnitude higher compared to that measured on highly loaded 

6.24 wt.% Pd supported on alumina [56]. By comparing the normalized rate expressed per gram 

on 4.67 wt.% Pd dispersed on pillared clays, 0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) still demonstrates its superiority 

(14.2 vs. 263 mmol.min-1.gPd
-1) [57]. Chinthaginjala and Lefferts [58] reported relevant steady-

state kinetic data measured in a fixed bed flow reactor which account for the occurrence of 

deactivation effects. In their operating conditions at 25°C, the TOF is two order of magnitude 

lower than that calculated on 0.46Pd/CZ(EISA). Despite different reactor design (batch vs. 

continuous flow reactor), this latter comparison suggests that 0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) could be 

potentially a good candidate for further practical developments.       
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3.4.2. Selectivity towards the formation of ammonium ions 

Significant information is also related to the selectivity behavior of Pd/CZ samples with the 

formation of undesired products such as ammonia. As exemplified in Fig. S3, an important rise 

in ammonia concentration occurs at the initial stage of the reaction and then stabilizing on 

Pd/ZrO2 as reported elsewhere on different catalytic systems [59-61]. As shown in Fig. 11, 

Pd/CZ behaves differently mimicking the selectivity recorded on Pd/CeO2 with a volcano type 

curve suggesting the occurrence of sequential processes involving the formation and the 

consumption of ammonia (see Figs. S3(b) and 11). The literature reporting such a behavior is 

scarce [62,63]. Additional information relative to the involvement of sequential processes can be 

obtained : – (i) Ammonium ions  concentration gradually decreases while nitrites are completely 

converted as exemplified on 0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) which could rule out an hypothetical direct redox 

reaction between NH4
+ and NO2

- contrarily to previous assumptions [63]. – (ii) Qualitatively, the 

sequential consumption of ammonium ions seems to occur more readily on sample reduced at 

500°C by comparing the ammonium concentration at the maximum and at the end after 6 hours 

reaction. As exemplified, this sequential reaction process does not occur significantly on 

0.46Pd/CZ(COP) reduced at 300°C.  

 

  

 
Fig. 10. Influence of the palladium loading and reduction temperature on the conversion profiles vs. time during the 
reduction of nitrites by hydrogen in batch conditions : (a) on Pd/CZ(EISA) and (b) Pd/CZ(COP) – full symbol 
reduction at 300°C, open symbol reduction at 500°C – 0.46 wt%Pd in blue and 2.3 wt.% Pd in green.  
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Fig. 11. Influence of the palladium loading and reduction temperature on the concentration profiles of ammonium  
ions vs. time formed during the reduction of nitrites by hydrogen in batch conditions : (a) on Pd/CZ(EISA) and (b) 
Pd/CZ(COP) – full symbol reduction at 300°C, open symbol reduction at 500°C – 0.46 wt%Pd in blue and 2.3 wt.% 
Pd in green.  

 
 
Table 3. Initial rate measurements performed at 20°C on Pd/Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 (0.46Pd/CZ and 2.3Pd/CZ) during the 
reduction of nitrite to nitrogen. 
Catalyst TRed. (°C)  dPd (nm)   Initial rate TOF (h-1) Interfacial rate    NH4

+ a NH4
+ b 

  (mol.h-1.gPd
-1)  (10-12mol.s-1.cm-1) at max at the end 

2.3Pd/CZ(EISA) 300 6.1 5.010-2 29.3 8.4  15.8 3.0 
2.3Pd/CZ(COP) 300 10.9 4.610-2 47.6 24.2  10.5 3.5 
0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) 300 8.6 11.610-2 95.2 38.2  14.2 6.2 
0.46Pd/CZ(COP) 300 10.2 1.910-2 33.8 30.3  6.1 6.3 
 

2.3Pd/CZ(EISA) 500 19.9 3.410-2 64.4 75.1  16.0 1.7 
2.3Pd/CZ(COP) 500 49.3 3.710-2 175.9 499  16.0 1.7 
0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) 500 31.7 15.810-2 474.6 886  15.4 7.0 
0.46Pd/CZ(COP) 500 30.1 2.610-2 74.0 130  24.0 3.3 
a Ammonia concentration formed at maximum expressed in mg/L 
b Residual ammonia concentration formed at the end of the reaction expressed in mg/L 
 

 

4. Discussion 

 

This study clearly demonstrates the complexity for optimizing the surface properties by 

combining reducible support materials and palladium particles. Indeed, previous investigations 

shown that catalytic improvements in the reduction of nitrates can be obtained by combining a 

reducible materials and the zero-valent states of precious metals [14]. However, this statement is 
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purely qualitative. At a first glance, this concept could be widened in the reduction of nitrites 

since the formation of anionic vacancies could facilitate the adsorption of nitrites and metallic 

sites would be supposed to activate the dissociation of hydrogen. Subsequent, diffusion of 

dissociated hydrogen species at the metal-support interface would finally reduce adsorbed 

nitrites. However, particular attention should be paid to the nature of the crystal phase which can 

influence oxygen mobility and the ease to create anionic vacancies. Indeed, CexZr1-xO2 mixed 

oxides with high zirconium content, stabilizing a tetragonal structure, could have detrimental 

effects by suppressing the anionic mobility [64]. Moreover, in some extent the kinetic behavior 

of nano-sized metallic Pd particles can be governed by structural requirements since the 

reduction on nitrites is recognized structure sensitive [62] or particle size dependent [61,65]. 

Generally speaking, the isolation of these two parameters is never an easy task and could be 

somewhat conflicting. 

As demonstrated in this study, the implementation of different methods for the preparation of 

Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 can lead to solids exhibiting different bulk and surface properties which can 

potentially influence the nature and the extent of interactions with palladium. In terms of 

structural properties, the Evaporation Induced Self-Assembly method leads mainly to the 

stabilization of the tetragonal structure for ceria-zirconia mixed oxides with no detectable 

inhomogeneity in bulk composition. Importantly, bare and Pd-doped Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 samples 

prepared according to the EISA procedure exhibit significant surface zirconium enrichment. In 

contrast, the solids prepared by co-precipitation are surface cerium enriched samples which can 

be simply explained by a partial segregation of CeO2 proven by Raman spectroscopy with a 

sharp intensification of the 490 cm-1 Raman band related to the preferential growth of a cubic 

fluorite structure. These observations are consistent with different textural properties with the 

formation of a broad bimodal pore size distribution emphasizing the coexistence of different 

segregated phases on Pd/CZ(COP), i.e., the cubic structure of CeO2 coexisting with the 

tetragonal structure of ceria-zirconia mixed oxide. Those different structural and textural features 

also coincide with different behavior in terms of reducibility with reduction processes taking 

place more readily at the surface of the segregated CeO2 phase characterizing Pd/CZ(COP) 

samples. As a consequence, the estimation of higher Ce3+/Ce4+ ratio from XPS analysis on ex situ 

reduced Pd/CZ(COP) would be consistent with a higher density of anionic vacancies with 

expected beneficial effects in terms of catalytic properties compared to the series prepared by the 
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EISA method. XPS measurements also provide important information with respect to the 

oxidation state of palladium related to the observation of metallic Pd species on the series 

prepared by coprecipitation. In agreement with Kim et al. [19], the promotion of stronger metal-

support interactions on Pd/CZ(COP) could stabilize electron-rich palladium particles. Hence, on 

the basis of the statement postulated by Kim et al. [14] one can predict that the series obtained by 

coprecipitation could exhibit higher catalytic performances in terms of activity if we assume the 

participation of metallic sites at the vicinity of anionic vacancies. 

As shown, the normalized rate expressed per gram of palladium provide an overall information 

which undoubtedly show the superiority of 0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) reduced at the lowest temperature, 

i.e., 300°C, which formally is not helpful to differentiate the particle size dependency or the role 

played by the metal-support interface. Surprisingly the normalized rate expressed per gram of 

palladium measured on reduced samples at 500°C are comparable still verifying the highest 

performances of 0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) while at higher reduction temperature an increase of the 

density of anionic vacancies jointly to a greater metallic character should enhance the reaction 

rate [14]. XPS also reveal a greater metallic character on the reduced samples on Pd/CZ(COP) 

which could a priori benefit the catalytic activity.  

To go a little bit further the TOF were estimated on the basis of chemisorption measurements. In 

addition we roughly estimated the specific rate based on the length of periphery of Pd-CexZr1-xO2 

interface as earlier described [66,67]. In fact the length of the perimeter of metallic Pd particles I0 

can be calculated by assuming hemispherical particles with a circular geometry at the interface 

and taking the Pd density Pd = 12.02 g.cm-3 into account. The obtained values for I0 oscillate in 

the range (0.3-45.1)1011 cm.g-1 leading to interfacial rates expressed per cm in Table 3. 

Previous investigations [67] found that the comparison between TOF and interfacial rates is 

useful to identify different kinetic regimes. Indeed, a rise in interfacial rate at constant TOF 

values with increasing particle size was previously observed on Pt/LaFeO3 for the NO/H2 

reaction and led the authors to the conclusion that the metal-support interface would govern the 

kinetics. In the opposite way, the role of the Pt-LaFeO3 interface was found negligible, 

recovering a structure sensitive reaction involving only metallic Pt atoms as active sites on 

specific oriented surfaces. As shown in Table 3, no decisive arguments are brought from the 

comparison of the TOF and interfacial rates when Pd/CZ catalysts are reduced at 300°C. Indeed 

the values likely vary within the margin of error and the weak particle size dependency of the 
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TOF correspond to a very narrow range of particle size 6-11 nm, (see Fig. 12) compared to 

previous investigations which demonstrated a structure-sensitivity on much larger particles 

[65,68]. In fact, significant differences arise when the catalysts are reduced at 500°C. As seen in 

Table 3, the range of particle sizes dPd widens up to 50 nm, in parallel, the surface is likely more 

reduced corresponding to a greater density of anionic vacancies. As a result, a sharp increase of 

the TOF and interfacial rates on Pd/CZ is observable but in the same extent which is unable to 

discriminate between the structure sensitivity and the prevalence of the metal-support interface 

on the kinetics. On the other hand, this comparison accentuates the peculiar properties of 

0.46Pd/CZ(EISA).  

As previously shown on precious metal catalysts supported on reducible titania, strong-metal 

support interactions induce electron-rich active metal state via the formation of partially reduced 

TiO2-x aggregates which can influence both the rate and the selectivity. Interestingly, a careful 

monitoring of the electron density on Pt/CeO2 was found to avoid an over production of 

ammonia [20]. In practice, the initial rate of production of ammonia shown in Fig. 11 is in rather 

good agreement with the maximum concentration reported in Table 3 which emphasizes the fact 

that the production of ammonia seems to occur more readily on samples reduced at 500°C. 

Accordingly, the subsequent comparison between 0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) and 0.46Pd/CZ(COP) 

seems to be relevant with maxima in ammonium concentration of respectively 15.4 and 24.0 

mg/L. In agreement with previous statements, such difference could suggest different extent in 

electron transfer especially if Pd interacts differently with the tetragonal ceria-zirconia solid 

solution and with CeO2 on Pd/CZ(COP). In this latter case a more extensive electron donation 

could explain a sharp increase in ammonia formation. This explanation seems consistent with a 

greater stabilization of metallic Pd species on Pd/CZ(COP) reduced at 300°C as evidenced from 

XPS analysis. Alternately, a specific morphology of Pd particles with preferential orientated 

surfaces due to different interactions with reduced CeO2 instead of CexZr1-xO2 solid solution 

could be a key parameter in monitoring the rate and the selectivity of the reaction in favor of 

nitrogen or ammonia. This statement has been earlier put in evidence on Pt supported on LaFeO3 

with epitaxial growth of Pt particles with preferential (111) surface [67]. Although, no decisive 

conclusion in this study regarding the nanostructure of such systems would need more 

exhaustive advanced characterization, our results seems to be more in favor of the explanation 

given by Epron et al. [59] showing that the reduction of nitrites would predominantly take place 
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on Pt particles on CeO2 whereas the redox properties of the support would be preferentially 

involved in the reduction of nitrates to nitrites. Based on this, the changes observed on the rates 

and the selectivities recorded on on Pd/CZ(COP) and Pd/CZ(EISA) could be more rationalized 

in terms of strength of metal-support interaction depending on the presence of inhomogeinity 

modifying the electron density of palladium particles. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Comparison of TOF and interfacial rates vs. mean Pd particle size on Pd/CZ 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

This study reports the influence of the support materials on the catalytic properties of Pd 

particles in the reduction of nitrites in aqueous phase performed at 20°C. Ceria-zirconia mixed 

oxide (Ce0.5Zr0.5O2) as support was prepared according to co-precipitation and evaporation-

induced self-assembly methods and then calcined in air at 400°C. Straightforward bulk and 

surface characterizations showed a preferential tetragonal structure for the mixed-oxide prepared 

from the EISA method exhibiting a surface zirconium enrichment whereas the co-precipitation 

method leads to strong inhomogeneity in composition with the segregation of the fluorite 
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structure of CeO2 coexisting with the mixed oxide. As a consequence some significant deviations 

are observed on the surface composition with surface cerium enrichment corresponding to a 

greater formation of anionic vacancies reflected by higher Ce3+/Ce4+ ratio on sample reduced at 

300°C. Such structural changes have also some consequence on the textural properties with 

monomodal pores size distribution on CZ(EIZA) whereas the CZ(COP) is characterized by a 

bimodal distribution with larger pores likely associated to the formation of CeO2. All those 

changes can alter the impregnation of palladium which was found more poorly dispersed on 

CZ(COP) irrespective of the reduction temperature, i.e., 300°C or 500°C under pure hydrogen. 

Catalytic measurements show a faster reduction of nitrates on samples reduced at 500°C with a 

prominent production of ammonia at the early stage of the reaction at the expense of nitrogen the 

target molecule. Unprecedented selectivity behavior is observed with a sequential ammonia 

consumption promoted on Pd/Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 irrespective of the preparation route. The changes 

observed in the reaction rates are strongly dependent on the pre-reduction leading to significant 

enhancements when the pre-reduction is performed at 500°C. The comparison of TOF and 

interfacial rates expressed per cm, reflecting the length of the perimeter of metallic Pd particles, 

versus the particle size does not provide clear evidence to privilege the prevalence of structural 

or electronic factors which could govern the catalytic properties but highlight the superiority of 

0.46Pd/CZ(EISA) compared to all other samples. However, it seems that there is no strong 

evidence that the support materials would directly participate to the reaction especially on the 

EISA support stabilizing a tetragonal structure known for exhibiting lower redox properties than 

the cubic form.  This seems in relative good agreement with previous investigation that showed 

nitrite reduction would occur through classical mechanism involving only metallic sites, the 

involvement of oxygen vacancies being more obvious for the reduction of nitrates to nitrites. 
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